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I. Introduct ion
.
A .Thirty- third CongresG assemhled rece;fi.oer I&/3*
3. The tranquil condition of politics due to the
slavery compromises which had settled the sta-
tus of slavery in all the Territories.
II. The Kansas-Nehrasha Bill in Congress, L'ec.l853“”
Hay I8p4.
A. The Dodge Bill in the Senate referred to Com-
mittee on Territories.
3. Previous attempts to organize Dehraska.
I) The Richardson Bill of the last session
defeated hy the opposition of all the
Southerners except Atchison of I'issouri,
C. Senator Douglas reported from Committee a sub-
stitute for thr Dodge Pill containing the in-
direct repeal..
D. Senator Dixon proposed amendment stating the
direct repeal.
E. Douglas yeilded to pressure to incoporate this
in his bill and secured its passage in the
Senate
.
P.Richardson of Illinois forces t'ne bill thru
the House.
III. The importance of the Bill: lies in the fact that
it set in motion a chain of events v’hich lead
directly to Civil V/ar
.
A. Therefore the question of its authorship and
the motives behind it is important.
B. This question is unusually complex because of
lack of evidence and conflicting views.

II
IV. The VievvS of modern historians about this problem.
A;J.F. Rhodes regards the bill as a bid by Touglas
for Southern support for the Presidential nomin-
ation of IS56.
1) The political situation in the T'emocratic
ranks bears out this conclusion.
2 ) The exact relationship of Atchison and
Pouglas is uncertain,
B. Professor T.C. Smith declares t’-e bill 1^'as the
vvork of Douglas alone and tliat his motive was
political ambition.
C. Allen Johnson admis that Douglas v;as ambitious,
that the slavery extension party v;as agressive,
that Missouri politics entered the question,
but insists that the introduction of the bill,
the repeal clause, and the division of the ter-
ritory, were all handled by Douglas to aid the
building of a Pacific Railroad.
V. Review’ of Special Theses.
A. LIrs. Dixon fails to substantiate her claim that
Douglas motive was pure patriotism; but she
establishes beyond dispute tv/o facts; that--
1) Dixon proposed the amendment on his own
initiative
.
2 ) The tale about Suxmier’s agency in the .nat-
ter is without foundation.
3 . The generally accepted viev/,--that the Bill was
a, bid for the Southern votes in the coning Pres
idential race, has much support.
I) A formidible list of authorities have ac-
cepted it.
2} External circumstances bear it out.
3) Douglas ’ character and his political faith
contains much to support the idea.
4) The doctrine of "popular sovereignty."

Ill
C. P.O.Ray arguec .tViat Atchison v.'as the originator
of the repeal and that he urged it on rouglas.
He supports his view as follows*
1 } The Missouri De.i:iOcracy had divided its
support for the Senatorshop betv/een Sen.
Atchison, v;ho favored the Repeal and Col.
Renton v;ho opposed it. Atchison J^aw that
his political salvation depended on forcing
f-'e question forv/ard in the Thirty-third
Congress .Benton
,
to embarrass Atchison,
linked tiie Pacific Railroad and the repeal
together in his agitation and as a result
reav«^akened a demand for organization among
the Indians and the lovvans. These three
factors ;i*ade the reappearance of t’.e ques-
tion in the next Congress inevitable.
2) Douglas had shown no concern about Hebraska
up to 16^3 gave no hint now that the
idea of Repeal was on his mind.
3) In support of Atchison’s claim that he
forced tlxe repeal on Douglas, v/e have a.s
indirect et'idence:
a. Newspapers assume this question is the
result of the Missouri squabble.
b. Douglas and Atchison were close friends.
c. Atchison took an active part aiding D.
to handle the Bill.
d. Douglas had excellent reasons to accept
the proposal.
4} In support of Atchison’s claim we have as
direct evidence;
a. A(„statemer;t by Atchison and an unsatis-
factory dex.ia.1 by Douglas.
b. Statement by Col. Parker that A. and
three others were the originators of
the Act.
c. Statement by Blair tliat Atchison, hason.
Hunter and Butler were the originators.
5} Conclusion ;Ray proves his point in absence
of further evidence.

IV
Li. Lr . Hodder, in opposition to Ray, claiuis that
the .nain motive of Lou^las was anxiety to se-
cure a northern route to the Pacific Railroad.
Ij irothin^; novel in this viev/.
2) V/hile admittedly a true account of the cause
of the introduction of the Lodge Bill, it
proves nothing about the passage of the Re-
peal .
3) ho evidence is produced to hack up a contra-
diction of Ray’s contention.
a) The evidence produced to show louglas ’ inter-
est in the Railroad Project is extremely weak.
5 ) Conclusion; Hodder is supporting an untena-
ble theory.
VI. An independent investigat ion of the bearing of the
Pacific Railroad Project and the Hansas-Hebraska
Act on each other has established the fact that
there is no evidence of anything more direct than
broad general relationships.
VII. Suirmiary; the history of the Xansas-hebraska Act
in the light of the above invest igat ion.
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T}ffi FOBCFS E^IiirL TIIF KA!TSAS-MEBRASKA BUT .
The thirty third congress assembled for its
first session, December 5 . ''^very circumstance
seemed to indicate a sucessful, harmonious period
of legislation. The country v/as at peace; business
vras boor.ing; unusual prosperity was beeping alive
the spirit of enterprise; and the political situa-
tion was marked by a friendly tranquil i ti'- . Best
of al 1
,
the slavery question seemed settled by gen-
eral accuiesence in the finality of the comoromise
measures of I850. President Pierce in his meesage
had said, "There has been restored a sense of re-
pose and security to the public mind throughout
the Confederacy. This repose is to suffer no shock
during my official term, i-^ I have pov/er to avert
it." Senator Douglas had remarked, "So long as our
onoonents do not agitate ^or repeal or modification
why should we agitate for any purpose ? We claim
that the Compromise of 185O is a final settlement".
There was no federal tariff where the status of
slavery was not fixed by some law like unto a com-
promise between the sections of the country, and
both state and national gowerninent was controlled
by a party nledged to executing these compromises.
^ Apnendix , Congressiona.l Globe I851 - 2 n. 68 .

2All prophecy as to the chief business that would con-
cern the new Congress, centered around two proposi-
tions, the Pacific Railroad project and the organiza-
tion of Nebraska Territory.
’ Few prophets saw that there lay hidden in the
second of these subjects the seed of dissension which
was to change so radically this aspect of repose.
Nine days after the opening of the session. Senator
Dodge of Iowa introduced a bill to provide for the
organization of H^braska, the whole region between
the parallels of the South and 43 30 on the
North, Missouri and lov/a on the East and the Rocky
fountains on the West. This bill was referred to
the Senate Committee on Territories, of which Stephen
A. Douglas of Illinois v;as chairman.
This was by no means the first attempt at a ter-
ritorial organization of the region. The earliest
suggestion was in 1844 when the Secretary of War pro-
posed the ''ormation of Nebraska Terriory as a prelim-
inary step to the extension of military posts v/est.
In December 1844 doudlas had introduced into the House
a bill for that ourpose. Four years later, as a mem-
ber of the Senate he introduced a second and a tnird
bill. In December l8^2 Hall, a Representative from
Missouri, a member of the Benton faction, brought in a
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bill for organization, for v/hich Chairman Richardson
of the House Committee on Territories reported back
a substitute. This passed the House on February 10,
by a vote of 9^ to 43, after a formidable and unex-
pedted struggle. Douglas pressed the measure v;ith
great warmth in the Senate, but on the last day of
the session it v/as refused consideration by a vote of
23 yo 17 * opposition came from the Southerners
who, remembering that this was soil consecrated to
freedom by the terms of the Missouri Compromise, v.'ere
unv/illing to foster an expansion in which they could
not share. The Senators from Missouri were the only
Southerners voting for the bill; and Atchison thought
it necessary to explain that he rallied to its sup-
port only because he saw no hope of a repeal of the
slavery prohibition and beleived that organization
might as well come then as ten years later.
This Dodge Bill of 18^3 was identical with the
Richardson Bill of the Previous session and contained
no mention of slavery. But on January 4, l854, Mr.
jfDouglas reported from the Committee a substitute bill
with the same provision in regard to slavery as that
v/hich had been inserted in the Utah and New Mexico
bills, that is, that Nebraska should enter the Union
^"Go "far as affirmative legislation was con-
cerned the Coromittee was Douglas." Rhodes I 425.
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4when it hecaiTip a state, with or without slavery. The
bill apparently left the existing prohibition of sla-
very undisturbed yet indirectly authorized the people
of the territories to ignore it. This was unsatis-
factory; and on the Sixteenth Senator Dixon of Kent-
ucky gave notice of an amendment explicitly repealing
the Missouri Compromise. Pressure was brought to
bear on Douglas and after a conference with Dixon and
with the President (January 22 ) he consented to incor
porate the amendment. On Monday, January 23, Douglas
reported his amendments, changing the Southern bound-
ary from 3^ 3^ to 37 3^> providing for two Territories
Kansas and Nebraska, instead of one, and declaring the
Missouri Compromise inoperative on the ground that it
had been superseded by the Compromise Measure of I85O.
February 6, Douglas yeilded to objections and changed
the words "superceded by" to " inconsistent with". The
debate which began on January 3^ ended March 3»
v/as one of the most desperate contests in the history
of the Senate. After an all night session, the bill
was nassed, March 4
,
by a vote of 37 to 14.
A similar bill in the House did not regularly
come up for considerat ion until May 8, but from Feb-
ruary 14 to April 28 the general subject of Nebraska
was discussed almost daily, regardless of the business
nominally before the House. May 8 , Richardson .Douglas *

lieutenant in the House, called up the Kansas-Nehras-
ka bill, thirty bills and resolutions being success-
ively laid aside to r^ach it. The contest in the
House vjas engineered, as it had been in the Senate,
by Hduglas, A furious debate continued until Llay 22,
v.’hen the bill passed the House by a vote of II 3 to
100. The Senate concurred on Hay 26 and the President
made the bill law by his signiture on the 3^thf
Such, in brief, is the legislat i^'e course of the
bil3 which repealed the Lissouri Compromise, and v/hioh
aroused instant and general denunciation tVirough-out
tbp Horth, as being entirely uncalled for and also as
a breach of plighted faith. Concerning its importance
one historian writes; "It is safe to say that in scope
and consequences, the Kansas- Nebraska Act v;as the
most momentous measure that passed Congress from the
day the senators and representatives first met to the
outbreak of the Civil War. It sealed the doom of the
Whig party; it caused the formation of tVip Henublican
party on the principle of no extension of slavery; it
roused I incoln and ga.ve a bent to his great political
ambition; it made the Fugitive Slave I aw' a dead letter
at the North; it lost the democrats their hold on New
# For a "full account o the bill in Congress, see
New York Times, Jan .
3
to Nay 30 inclusive; also
KacFonald "Select Focuments "p
.
395 ; for the debates
see Congressional Globe , Append ix 1st Session 33^d
Congress
.
i
6England; it rnadp tVip Northv;eot Republican; and it led
to the downfall of the L'emocratic party."
Such, a train of consequences were not forseen by
those responsible for the passage of the Act. It
should, therefore, be profitable and interesting to
seek for the forces and. motives which v/ere behind such
an important piece of legislation. Seldom can land-
marks of histoey be traced to a simple source, either
to a single force or to a unitary motive. In this
case our search becomes unusually complex because we
are dealing with an event the full details of which
seem to have been lost to history, and we have but "a
faint and shadov;y outline of isolated movements of a
few of the chief actors."' If we examine the accounts
given by three of the best modern authorities we shall
get a clear idea of our historical problem.
The most wide]y accepted view of the question is
set "^^orth at length by Hr. J. Rhodes. He says
that the bill was introduced by Douglas as a bid for
Southern support for tlie Democratic presidential nom-
ination in 18^6. He v;as read> for any exertion and
sacrifice to win leadership. The Independant Demo-
crats in Congress, Van Buren, and even Doug] as ’ fr iends
’^'Rhodes
,
I p.490.
©Rhodes, "History of the United States from the
Compromiee of l 8 p 0 " vol 1 , Chapter V (I893)
(quoted from Hicolay and Hay, "Lincoln"
/
7did not scruple to expresr the opinion. Indeed, the
Illinois Senator himself gives a shuffling account of
his motives and partly confesses the truth of this,
when he assigns party loyalty as his reason, saying
tliat "the party in the election of Pierce had consum-
ed all its powder and therefore v;ould have no more
ammunition." His failure to gain the nomination in
I8p2 had shown Pouglas that in thenext convention, as-
aured of the support of the West and assistance from
Nev/ York, he would win out if the majority of the II
7
southern votes were to come his way. One method was
open to commend himself to favor, to organize the new
territories in a. manner satisfactory to the South.
He therefore proposed his hill, without consultation
with southern men. Atchison, while under the influ-
ence of liquor, claimed that he forced Douglas to re-
sort such a measure. Rhodes simply accents Douglas’
denial o^ this statement. "Between the Tonday when
Dixon offered his amendment and the day he drove with
Douglas, the latter had resolved to take a further
step, influenced hy southern party men who argued
^‘The only other evidence "he gives for his reject-
ion of the Atchison version is on p. 432: In
l886 Jefferson Davis in a letter to a friend
said: "So far as I know, Douglas and Atchison w’ere
never in such relation to one another as wauld
cause D. to ask A.’s help in preparing the "bill.
I think Douglas originated it." "memoir of J.
Davis" by his wife.

8that it v.'ould not do to allow a measure so favorable
to the South to he sponsored by a V/hig. Reluctantly
Douglas gave up his purposely ambigious proposition.
Many beleived that what at last decided him to accept
the Dixon amendment was the fear that Cass might do
so and gain an advantage over him. I^oreover the div-
ision of the territory into two ;^arts in Douglas' a-
mendments of the 23rd. v;as a concession to slavery.
After previously scoffing at the idea of achison in-
fluence on Douglas in the introduction of the bill
,
Rhodes, speaking of this division, writes :^"A move-
ment began in the fall of l853 Kissouri to make .
Nebraska a slave territory. Atchison urged this view
W'armly. Coming' to V/ashington on the opening of Con-
gress, he felt that he had an aggressive sentiment be-
hind him W'hich demands * the repeal of the slavery re-
striction. Kansas was all Atchison and his fellow
I
slave-holders v/a.nted, and if the territory were divid-
ed it would be easier to manage. That this v/as all '
known to Southern Democrats and to Douglas is indispu-
table. The supporters of the Nebraska Bill came to-
gether so frequently in conference that all these feat-
ures must have been v/ell understood." Our author
does not make cl^ar his reasons for attributing to
Douglas such a knowledge of Atchison's desires, such
//Rhodes
,
vol
. I pp. 439-4-40.
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,
such frequent consultation
with his coterie, .just previous to January ^^3*
the sanie time rejecting any possibility of the same
just previous to January 4.
Professor Theodore C
..
Smith gives only a brief
account of the Act^and accepts the same explanation
of the motive without hinting at alternatives. "The
measure which lead to a sharp renewal of the section-
al struggle seems to have been at that time an unden-
iable political blunder. I'^othing in the Richardson
Rill of 1853 't'Ae language of its supporters in-
dicated that the idea that the prohibition of slavery
in Rebra-ska by the Missouri Compromise was af'^ected.
Rouglas appears to have introduced this singular and
startling proposition entirely on ,his own motion and
its purpose seems to have been nothing more or less
than an effort on the part of a presidential candi-
date to secure favor in a quarter v/here he lacked pop-
ularity. Douglas was too thorough a Democrat in per-
son and in feeling to be regarded with sympathy by
the aristocratic South, and if he was to be sucessful
in the Democratic National Convention in I 856
,
he saw
that he must somehov/ gain Southern approbation. He
undoubt<=dly thought that by applying the principle of
non- intervent ion
,
so sucessful in allaying all discord
and Slavery"r "Parties Chapter pp. 94-108.
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since iS^O, he could win the applause of the South,
and retain the support of all conservat ives of the
North. His action was based on a total failure to
comprehend the veiled sectionalism of the times and
a still deeper inability to frasp the moral bearing
of the anti-slavery "^eeling. At no time in all his
relations with the slavery question did Douglas show
any o^her criterion than that of iuimediate political
sucess." We could wish that Dr. Smith had given his
reasons for beleiving that the Illinois Senator in-
troduced the bill "entirely on his own motion'.'
The most recent and the dullest general treat-
ment of this question is given by Professor Allen
Johnson^ who differs in his conclusions from the hist
orians we have just considered. We must examine
Johnson's view at some length.
The organization of Nebraska was a hobby v;ith
Douglas. Southern slavery sentiment had defeated
the bill of 1853* Moreover, the fate of Nebraska v/as
connected with the agitation for a Pacific P.ailroad.
Douglas was interested in a northern route from Chi-
cago; Benton advocated a central route "^rom St. louis;
and the South wanted a southern route. Organization
of Hebraska would aid the first two. Indeed, Benton's
persistent clamor for settlement was due 'to his "Great
/
fP'Stephen A'. Douglas" (1908) Chapter XI.

II
Central ITational Highv/ay" scheme and his i:issouri op-
ponent was Senator Atchison. The vote on the Rich-
ardson Bill showed that the anxiety of the Missouri-
ans was less for the unprotected emmigrant than for
the central railroad, while the South cared less for
the Indian than for a southern route. As a result
of the failure of Congress to act, in the summer of
1853 "the V/yandot Indians set up a provisional govern-
ment in the territory and soon after a struggle began
between the Benton-Iowa faction and the Atchison fac-
tion for a delegate to Washington. The supporters
of Atchison elected Thomas Johnson and the other side
sent Hadley Johnson; thus the " ty/o Johnsons" came to
the national legislature.
Meantime, Atchison, who had spoken in favor of
the Richardson Bill
,
again changed his mind and de-
manded the repeal of the Missouri Compromi se- -pr esum-
ablybecgiuse he, for some reason, now beleived it pos-
sible. Douglas had not considered either organiza-
tion or repeal of the'Missouri Compromise at this ses
sion, before the introduction of the Dodge Bill. He
then, in commit tee
,
planned to r..ake an apparent conces
sion to the South on the point of slavery in order to
overcome that opposition to the Organizat ion
,
which
alone would accomplish his real desire, open up a
northern route to the Pacific. He neither desired
r
I
12
nor beleived that slavery ^ruold go into llebraska. Al-
though he v;as av'are of thas I'issouri factional contro-
versy and of Atchison’s purpose, there seems to be no
good grounds to doubt his denial that he brought the
bill at the dictation of Atchison. Dixon, too, must
have known of this squabble in Missouri, but seems to
have acted on his own initiative in the matter of his
amendment v/hich defeated Douglas' attempt to nullify
the Compromise by "subtle ind irec tion" . Reluctantly
the Illinois Senator yeilded to oressure to incorpor-
ate the direct repeal in his bill . Ho doubt person-
al ambition olayed its part, but the most powerful
consideration was a desire to unite the party on this
great principle of non- intervent ion . His next move,
the division of the district into two terr i tor ies , was
not a further concession to slave interests; again it
was the shadow of the Pacific Railroad. In the last
session of Congress, the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs had been empowered to extinguish Indian titles
to the lands west o"f^ both I^issouri and Iowa. Hov/ the
Iowa delegate, H, Johnson, came to Douglas with the
story that the ^Cormnissioner
,
being a friend to Sena-
tor Atchison, was hurrying negociations with the red-
skins west of Missouri and delaying the same with the
tribes west of Iowa, because early possession of that
land would give Missourians the first available route

13
for the Railroad. To safeguard Iowa interests
,
i the
territory should he divided; two territories meant an
equal chance for hoth norhtern and central routes.
Douglas, being a Representative of the Chicago inter-
ests, was v;on over hy these considerations.
To sujn up; Johnson acknowledges that Douglas
was ambitious, that IZ is sour i politico were thriving at
V/ashington, but insists that the introduction of the
bill, the incor porat ion of the amendment containing
the repeal, and the division of the territory, were
really handled by Douglas to facilitate the building
of a Railroad to the Pacific over a northern route..
We shall have occasion later to examine this conclu-
sion more fully.
The foregoing review of the best recent general
accounts of the event certainly shows how many differ-
ent and conflicting schemes were inextricably inter-
woven with the plan to organize Nebraska. General
agreement as to motives has not been reached because
time has failed ant new' and conclusive evidence which
might enable us to settle with mathimatical precision
the percent of weight each force had in this great
transaction. It may be however, that a more exten-
sive examination of these different views, and a set-
ting, of them side by side, will make it possible to
reconcile some of the apparent inconsistencies, or at

14
least, to realize that no one interpretat ion embodies
the whole truth.
Let us now turn our attention to those who have
advocated at length the especiai significance of some
one force behind the Kansas-llebraska Act.
The distinction of having written the largest
number of pages about the topic belongs to IJrs. Archi-
bald DixonT ' Her "True History of the L'issouri Com-
promise and its Hepeal"
,
covers the entire period be-
tween 1820 and 1854 and is mainly a rehash of second-
ary material liberally padded' with interminable ex-
tracts from the Congressional "Globe" and other legis-
lative and state documents. Lrs. Dixon is doublyjpart-
isan, as a Southern woman and as the wife of Senator
Dixon of Kentucky, the author of the Amendment that
bears his name. This work is dedicated to the" truth
of history"and confesses to a definite aim, --to prove
that V in regard to the Repeal, there was neither plot
nor intrigue, nor motive for such, on the part of its
author, Dixon, or its main advocate, Douglas; but that
both were actuated by a high patriotic and imperative
sense of right"
As far as this claim is made for Senator Doug,
las
,
nothing in the book indicates that the writer
jf "True History of the I.'issouri Compromise and
Its repeal" pp . 417 - 620 . (1899).
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had any acquaintance -with the mant to enable her to
knov; his character and motives, nor that she had any
deep comprehension of the complex politics of the day
such as would lead her to doubt that all men v/ere as
noble and unselfish as was her husband. Therefore,
what is written about the motives of bouglas may be
dropped from serious consideration.
From the mass of verbiage we do, however,
gain several important facts. The author was her
husband’s private sacretary and was "intimately ac-
quainted with his ideas and his feelings . Fixon in-
troduced his amendment entirely on his own initiative
actuated by the firm belief in the princi'^le of non-
intervent ion
,
and by a sense of justice to his slave
holding constituents. He said in the debate, "on
the question of slavery, I know no Whiggery, I know
no Femocracy." In coinmon v^ith others, he had quick-
ly detected the flaw in Fouglas original bill w’hich,
it was intended to establish non-intervention, failed
to remove the previous act of intervention. He deter
mined to move the direct repeal. L'oreover, he con-
sidered that it would be far more conducive to the
peace to relegate the whole question of slavery to
the territories. Fouglas, who had protested immed-
iately against this move, came to Fixon a few days la
#Fixon
,
p.432.
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-ter and proposed to iacorporate the arnendraent in his
bill. rixon readily consented because he v:as con-
cerned only v.’ith the passage of the measure and saw
that it had a batter chance sponsored by a Northern
Temocrat than by a Southern V-.Tiig. Dixon seems to
have been actuated throughout this transaction sole-
ly by a conviction of right, and appears never to have
questioned the moti\’’es of the Illinois Senator. Yet
doubtless, even he v/ould have smiled at the confident
assertion o'^ his faithful wife, "f^at conviction on
the rjart O'"' Douglas was forced upon him by the c"* ear
and able presentment to his mind by Lr. Dixon of the-
injustice and unfairness of the Kissouri Compromise."^
In addition to establishing beyond controversy
the fact that Dixon, in oroposing his amendment and
in surrendering its supervision, acted alone and from
honest motive, hro. Dixon has conclusively refuted an-
other tale as to the origin of the amendment.® The
story is so improbable that it is included only for
the sake of completeness and because it has been re-
orinted several times.
"While the original ransas-Nebraska bill was
pending, William H. Seward approached his friend Ur.
Archibald Dixon and, proposed that he offer the Repeal,
'if Dixon , p.^-^ 0 .
@ Dixon, pp
.
5S8 610.
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and rixon gave notice of his intention to do so. In
vain Douglas remonstrated with him; he. heleived, as
all the Southern s tatesmeip
,
that the hissouri Compro-
mise ought to be repealed.*' So L'ajor hhitney tells
the story and gives as proof a l etter from "'ontgornery
?lair saying tliat Seward, in relating the incident, to
him, gave as his motive a desire to "bring the Repub-
lican Party to life. This letter v/as published af-
ter Seward’s death in a biographical article written
by Gideon Welles.
Llrs Dixon demolishes this theory. On the
face of it, it is illogical, as Whitney narrates it.
If Dixon and all the other Southern statesmen belei^^-
ed that the Compromise ought to be repealed vould
the;f v-ait to fall in line at a mere suggestion from
Seward? -Besides putting against such a damaging con-
fession repeated on circumstantial evidence, a writ-
ten, absolute denial, the charge is improbable be-
cause: (ijSeward scarcely knew Dixon and was never
his friend; ( 2 )Dixon was a pro -slavery man and Seward
f e on the Circuit with Lincoln" bv Henry
C. ’.'’hitney. (I 892 ) pp.38C-38l.
(:^irs
.
Dixon puts it this way; "I do not pretend
to say f^-'at Hr. Seward raid, v^hat Hr. ^'"elles
raid, that Hr. Blair said that Hr. Sev/ard said;
but 1 do say that Hr. Seward either said it or
did not say it. If he did not say it that is
the end of it. If he did say it the very state
ment proves the author to be a Hypocrite and
false'.'- -V'e think we agree
.
f
I8
v/as an abolitionist and politically they had nothing
in corr*rnon; (3)Seward stated his opposition to the Act
in the Senate: (4-,)l)ixon would naturally suspect such
a proposal from a Northern V/liig; ( ^' ) the entire busi-
ness would be foreign to Dixon’s whole life and char-
As already stated, the generally accepted view
of the reason for Douglas’ part in the passage of the
Dill, interprets it as a bare-faced bid for southern
support for the Leruocratic presidential nomination in
1856. This was the opinion voiced immediately and
repeatedly, in and out of Congress, during the debate.
This is the opinion expressed by nearly every writer
who has since taken up the task of historian.^ Such
a general acquiesence in, and persistent repetition
of, this assertion entitles it to careful considera-
tion. We have seen that Dr. Rhodes and Professor T,.
C. Smith advocate the view, and prove conclusiy.ely
that every detail of the political situation in the
^ See the "Appeal of the Independent Democrats
in Congress" and speech by Cullom of Tennessee
as examples o'^ statements in Congress. Congr.
"Globe" 1st session Aop. pp.539*"^-^
Dor repeated accusation in contemporary per-
iodicals see, IT. Y. "Tribune
,
Jan. 6 , 18 , 23 ,Deb . I ,
3,13: IJ.y. "Times'; Jan. I8 , 24 , Deb . 1 6 ,l:ar . 2 ; and
"Putnam's I.'agazine" Sept.l854.
Other historians who take this view are:
Greeley, Schouler, Nicolay and Kay, I'acKaster,
Von Holst, E. I. .Pierce
,
"Sumnerf
,
H. C .V/hitney
,
"lincoln"
,
H. Wilson
,
"Slave Power'.'

Democratic ranks Dears out that conclusion. Profes-
sor Johnson admits (as Douglas himself did^ ) that the
Senator was an aspira.nt for presidential honors, and
that he was amhitious, hut he is unv^illing to concede
that selfish motives nade Douglas subservient to the
South.
There is a great deal in Douglas' character to
uphold this idea. By hirth and boyhood training a
New Englander, he emigrated as a youth to Illinois,
then a frontier state. He thoroughly identified his
own growth w'ith the growth of the West and absorbed
all its intense spirit of Democracy and its restless
desire for rapid expansion. He early caught and al-
ways retained that vision of an ocean-bound Republic
suiiimed up in that much -abused phrase "manifest des-
tiny". Therefore, it was quite fitting that in both
House and Senate he should be made Chairmen of the
Committee on Territories: He v/as thoroughly conver-
sant with public land questions. Organization of
the great Northwest v;as indeed a familiar scheme w'ith
him; it harmonized v/ith his western Democratic creed.
Several bills for this purpose had been favorably re-
ported from his Corrm.ittee, only to meet defeat. On
the other burning question of the times Douglas pro-
fessed to be non-par t isan . His wife was a Southern
woman and a slave-holder. He often declared that the
Tribune" Feb. 1 7, 1 854.
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institution v;as a local one; to its morality and to
its ultimate fate he was alike indifferent. Certain
it is that he was quite unable by nature to appreci-
ate the great ethical forcesst irr ing the masses at
the ITorth. To him it was simply an unfortunate ele-
ment complicating the politica] situation.
Douglas must have been aware of the fact that
the Richardson bill had failed in the Senate because
of Southern opposition and that this opposition was
due to the reason that the hissouri Compromise made
the territory in question free soil "forever". Sen-
ator Atchison, the only Southerner to support the
measure, had said in his speech that the Illinois
Senator had been well aware of his previous opposi-
tion to ths bill. This same speech was a plain in-
dication that the radical Southern element had been
discussing the possibility of the Repeal of the Com-
promise. Yet Douglas had not a w'ord to say about
repeal during this debate. He seemed definitely
pledged to opoose it. Speaking in sv.pport of the
fifality of the Compromise of I 850 he had declared
his determination never to make another speech on the
slavery question* Three years previous he had char=
acterized the llissouri Compromise thus: "It had an
origin akin to the Constitution , and-- is canonized in
4 Congr . "Globe" lQ^l-2 p.68.
fr
(
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the hearts of the American people as a sccred thing
v/hich no ruthless hand would ever he reckless enough
to disturb. Apparently in the jlionth of I'arch
i 8^'3 seen no nev/ light. Pouring the next nine
months no utterance of his hints at the idea of re-
peal and in a long letter v^ritten to intimate friends
a few weeks before the opening of the new Congress,*^
in which he details the important legislation he ex-
pects will be considered, there is no mention of the
repeal. Then v/hy should he have seen the light so
suddenly between the time the Podge Bill went to his
committee and the day that he reported his substitute
with its repeal by "subtle indir^cticr."?^'^ ^.In the
light of the above explanation it would seem natural
thvat if the proposition of incorporat ing the repeal
of the L'issouri Compromise then occurred to him or if
it v/as suggested to him, presidential aspirations
working so much in hen.-ony with a desir^^ to pruiiiuue
his party’s unity, would be sufficiently strong to
f Kicolao' and Hay , "Lincoln", vol.I p.33^*
@ ;^uoted by P.O .Ray
,
"Hepeal of the l'issouri
Compromise" p.l86.
% Hew York "Tribune" Peb.3,l8^4 says editorial-
ly, "Pouglas had no other motive (than ambition)
to remodel his well -matured last yearis bill.
Ho new circumstances connected with the terri-
tory have arisen. Th^ bill was satisfactory;
it passed the House and Pouglas himself declar-
ed that on the last day of the session, if he
could bring it to a vote he was sure it would
pass .
"
I
^2
cause hiin to adopt the plan if he could advocate it
consistently. The doctrine of non- intervent ion was
his opportunity; it was soon to hecorne his shibboleth
lie need not accuse him of insincerety, V/hen ambition
and conviction can walk hand in hand, each may great-
ly strengthen the other. Certainly his conviction
as to the gospel of non- intervention came more into
evidence as he took each successive step toward the
passage of the bill . Tot until the last day of the
great debate did he coin the phrase later so dear to
his heart "popular sovereignty". Years later when
ambition’s w'hispers w^re proven futile, he succeeded
(reluctantly, it is true,) in subordinat ing
,
for the
safety of the Union, his conviction as to his great
principle, sufficiently to advocate again the very
comproiaise he was now attacking.
It seems justifiable to conclude that political
ambition v/as the dominating considerat ion that induc-
ed Douglas to advocate the repeal measure; a measure
not contrary to any deep personal conviction; a meas-
ure that could be passed under this nev; Democratic .
doctrine of non- intervent ion
;
a measure whose true in
ner significance the Senator faifed to comprehend.
Once his great energies were bent on the struggle, in-
creasing efforts in behalf of the measure brought in-
creasing conviction.
t
^3
"That the repeal of the I'issouri Compromise in
1854 had its real origin in western conditions and
particularly in the peculiar political conditions in
I'issouri, and that the real originator of the repeal
was David R. Atchison',' is the contention of Professor
P. Or^iian Ray.^ Dr. Hay’s hook, a splendid example
of historical method, is the most recent single vol-
urae devoted to this subject. His unqualified state-
ment of his important conclusion challenges a careful
estimate of tlie evidence he has to support it. There-
fore it is necessary to consider this hook at length.
V/hat follows is a sumiuary of his account.
As far hack as l848 the Democratic Party in the
State of I'issouri had heen split into two rival fac-
tions. The radical Calhoun secessionist and slavery
element was lead hy David R. Atchison. The conserv-
ative unionists were lead hy Senator Thomas H. Benton.
In 1848 the anti-Benton faction succeeded in passing
through the state legislature the "Jackson Resolutions"
favoring the repeal of the I'issouri Compromise, and
threatening re\'-olt at Congressional interfe'rance with
slavery in the territories. Benton appealed to the
people against these instructions and from this time
on there was no compromise between the opposing '^orces.
^ '"The Repeal of the Missouri Compromise; Its
Origin and Authorship." P.O.Ray (I909)p« 233*

As early as 1844 Benton had spurned the suggestion of
Judge ?ric($ urging the repeal . Vlien the General As-
sembly met in l 8 i? 0-pl tVie hopeless ;"*ivision of the
Bemocrats enabled the \'liigs to elect Geyer to the Sen-
ate of the United States.
Thus after thirty yraes service Benton was
forced into retirement. Rejecting all offers of re-
concil iat ion
,
the old Colonel set his heart on regain-
ing his seat in the Senate by replacing Atchison in
1854. The remarlcable campaign of the spring of l 8 ^j 3
is only the culmination of his efforts to secure his
restoration. And it was this struggle that led to
the Repeal
.
One of Benton’s most effective v/eapons was
his project of a- "Great National Highv/ay to the Paci-
fic." In both 1849 and I890 he had introduced bills
for a railroad to the coast over a central route from
St. Louis. For the next tv/o years he was inactive in
the matter. Therefo‘>^e v/hen he again championed the
measure his enemies said it v^as for electioneering
purposes. An essential part of his plan w'as to so
associate the organization of Nebraska Territory and
the Pacific Railroad, in which every Ifissourian felt
a direct interest, that to the popular mind the former
would seem indispensible to the success of the latter.
I
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Senator Atchison had already explained his posi-
tion, as in favor of a Pacific Railroad over some
route to be selected by the President after proper
surveys, before Benton took up the agotation for the
tv/o schemes immediately after Congress adjourned in
Ilarch 1853* advocacy of the railroad project
re’-’akened interest in the organization of Nebraska.
The citizens of Platte County in western L'issouri pe-
' titioned Congress for iirmiediate action. Under the
ostensible leadership of the Y^yandot tribe the Indians
in the territory, seeing a prospective rise in land
values, choose one, Abelard Guthrie, as their r^elegate
to urge the matter on the attention of Congress. The
two factions in Missouri soon succeeded in dividing
the allegiance of the Wyandots,and in August l 353
Atchison wing elected Thomas Johnson as delegate in
place 0^ the Benton nominee, Guthrie.
The attitude of Atchison toward the organi-
zation of Nebraska had been ''ar from consistent. As
early as Pecember I852 Guthrie had reported that the
I
Senator demanded the repeal o"^ the L'issouri Compromise
before an;, thing should be done for Nebraska. But
Benton's agitation had been so successful that his
rival was forced to a realization of the fact that
the people of western Liissouri strongly favored the
# Ray 39
.
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q.uick action on the opening: of the territory to set-
tlement. Acceding to their wishes, he reversed his
former position and spoke in favor of the Richardson
hill since he saw “no hope for the Repeal". This
speech of his was important as indicat ing ,( I ) that
the possibility of a repeal had "been seriously con-
sidered and
(
2 ) that, should it ever he possible, then
Atchison would champion it if need be.
The conservative faction made great political
capital out of this change of attitude. Put on the
defensive by Benton’s stand for organizat ion
,
Atchison
was forced to declare a position harmonizing (l) with
his former pro-slavery speeches and the wishes of his
pro-slavery consti tuents , and (2) with the desire of
the populous western section of his state for early
organization. Therefore, for a third time, he took
a new stand in a speech in Platte County in June. “I
will support a bill to organize a government for the
territory upon condition that such a bill contains no
restriction upon the subject of slavery, and not on
Judge Price said in this connection: "Judged
by his remarks in the Senate llarch
seems that Atchison had not kept fully informed
of the growth of a strong sentiment in the west-
ern part of the state for immediate repeal,
which developed rapidly after he had left the
preceding November. At any rate that senti-
ment apparently did not seem in Parch to him
to be strong enough to warrent advocating the
Repeal. Q,uoted by P. 0. Ray, nII4. ' r
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any other conditions. I ani willing that the people
who may settle there and who have the deepest inter-
est in this question should decide it for themselves.
I say emphatically, tha:t I will not vote for any hill
u
that makes ITebraska a free soil territory.""
Thus it is that the issue between the two op-
posing elements of Missouri democracy becomes the re-
peal or the retention of the Missouri Compromise in
the next session of Congress; and Atchison is forced
into the championing of the repeal when the contest
shall, of necessity, reappear at Washington.
Benton had made one mistake. In May l853
had visited Atchison’s stronghold in the western coun-
ties of the state and had seen the impatient demand
for occupation. So to steal any possible thunder
from his opponent, he had proclaimed the right of the
v;hites to settle in ITebraska in spite of Indian Trea-
ties. A controversy v;ith Atchison ensued in v/hich
Atchison’s friend Mannypenny
,
the Commissioner of In-
dian Affairs, rightly gave his official decision a-
gainst Benton’s contention. As a result trie Benton
newspapers charged that his failure to negociate any
treaties was due to his pro-slavery sympathies and to
his partianship with t’nat faction in Missouri; also
it was claimed that while in the territory, he worked
i s
s
0 ur i Republican" June 22
,
1853 I Qi-^o^ed
Bay ,p. 1 35.
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actively among the Indians in behalf of Torn Johnson,
Atchison’s nominee for delegate. But L'^annypenny ' s
instructions show that his visit was only intended to
be a prei iminary one.
The interest in organization found in Fissouri
vras nearly equaled by that found in Iowa, where the
stimulus was the intimate relation of the new Terri-
tory to the Pacific Railroad. Of course, the slav-
ery question which profoundly complicated the situa-
tion in Missouri, did not enter here at all. The
people of Iowa even vrent to the extreme of crossing
into the Territory, holding an illegal election, and
sending Hadley Johnson to Washington to work against
Tom Johnson. Tis Iowa interest, added to the demand
in western llissouri and among the Indians, demonstra-
tes that the question of organization could not be
further posponed and v/as bound to come before the Com
mittee on IJerr i tor ies of v/hich Touglas was chairman*
In the foregoing account of the origin of the
demand for organization, v/ith or without repeal, the
name of Touglas has not been mentioned. In spite of
his boast to the contrary, the Illinois Senator main-
tained an apathetic attitude on the Nebraska question
between 1848 and 1 8^3* have no record of any ef-
forts on the matter by Touglas during these years.
On this ooint Professor P.ay takes such a direct issue
ih
{
Vv'ith statements of others, ( for instance, hr. Johnson
says f'lat T'ehraska was a hohhy with Douglas ) that it
is worlitwhile to see the proof he gives for his point
in the following review of ITehraska legislation prior
to I8b'4.^
(1) Original suggestion found in Secretary of
war Wilkins’ report Ilovember which re-
sulted in the introduction hy Douglas of a ITeh-
raska Bill in the House con'^orming to these rec
ommendat ios
.
( 2 ) A second hill by Douglas introduced into
V'-e Senate, I.'.arch l848; the incentive for this
was a memorial from the people of Missouri.
( 3 ) lu December 1848, the third, and last bill
introduced by Douglas until 1854.
(4) The Hall Bill of December I 85 I: and the
Hall Bill of "Feburary l853* Hall was from
western Missouri and a supporter of Atchison.
( 5 ) The Nebraska Bill of December l853> intro-
duced by Senator Dodge of Iowa. Also the simi-
liar measure in the House introduced by Hiller
of Missouri
.
This review shows that the interest in the subject in
Congress coimes from Hissouri and Iowa, where consider
able enthusiasm had been aroused by
'
0*. "Ray, p . 95 .
thr Pacific R.R.
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Project; Pouglas rae not especially concerned. Indeed
he v;as in ""urope from l ay to "oyernber 18^3 >
probability yas unaware of the development of the Peb-
raslca question and the repeal agitation until shortly
before the opening of Congress. Certainly, in his
confidential letter to Lamphier and Walker there is
no mention of Nebraska, squatter sovereignty, or the
applicability of it to the -'issouri Compromise. Then
when and by what means wa,s the proposition of the re-
peal forced on the attention of the "little Giant"?
Eavid Atchison made the assertion that he ori-
ginated the repeal and -^orced it on "^ouglas. This
is the conclusion that Professor Pay reaches. Two
sorts of evidence are produced to prove the point,
circumstantial and direct. The circumstantial evi-
dence on what ’”as taking place outside the Senate be-
tv^een Pecember Fourth and January Twenty- third is
drawn from the testimony of V/ashington correspondents
of the great newspapers. In the absence of conflict-
ing data and because it fits- the fa.cts so far present-
ed wor.der:^ul ly'’ well, it carries considerable weight.
We note from these sources the following points.
I. In support Q-^ the point already definitly
established, every newspaper that discussed the ques-
tion, assume d that the problem before Congress v;as
the direct result of the peculiar political mix-up
4
in Missouri 3^
2. Atchison and Douglas v;ere close friends; and
Douglas disliked Benton against v/ho:ii lie had rr.ade ca'-
paign speechs in IZissouri on behalf of Atchison. "The
bill Vv'ill pass. It is obviously the plan adopted by
the Atchison party to ihis dispute, because Atchison
and Douglas are insepernbb friends. Dichardson in the
House is an ardent personal friend of Douglas and per-
haps hates Benton as much as either that Senator or
Atchison
.
3. In the accounts of the conferences and meet-
ings held between these eventful dates, the name of
Athcison is alv/ays linked with that of Douglas. A-
long this line v/e have an additional bit of testimony
which evidently esca,ped Professor Fay, --the direct
statement of I/r. Philip Philips, a ip'^rnber o"^ the Com-
mittee on Territor ies^f This view of the bill
,
( that as reported by Loaglas on January 4th it did not
repeal the Ki'ssouri Compromise) I communicated to Sen-
ator Hunter and others and on the following day, ^
jf 'x’h’e list is tto long to give in full . "Pro-
positions are being ]aid before the Committee
by outsiders . "-Hissauri Fepubl ican , Jan
.
7
.
"It seems that I.'r. Atchison o'^ Missouri v»ill
move the Repeal" -N.Y. Journal of Commerce , Dec
.
3 Jan6,l854. The bill is assented
to by Atchison'.’ -Baltimore Sun, Jan. 6. Dor fur-
ther review of this evidence see pp . 200-202-P.ay
.
@ Missouri Republican, Jan. 6,l854.
% Lachaster , vol.VIII p. 19 ^, note.
I
meeting Vice-Preeident Atcliison, he said to me, ’Sena-
tor Hunter tells n.e you say Eouglas’ hill does not re-
peal the Compromise Act. This surprises me.’ On my
reply in the affirmative he requested me to meet ’ r.
Pouglas in the Vice-President’s (his ora) room the
following morning, v/hich I did. I then had a confer-
ence Y.ith the mess occupying at that time a house in
the rear of the patent-office. It was composed of
Vice-President Atchison, Senators Hunter and Vason of
Virginia, Butler of Souih Carolina, and Coode, F.epre-
sentative from Virginia. I consulted some others,
names not now rememhered. There v;as a general con-
currence in the propriety of the repeal. On Satur-
day I informed Bouglas of that concurrence.
About nine o’clock Sunday night vjc mat at the house
of the mess. Hr. Bouglas called his carriage and
took up Hr. Atchison. The rest of us fbllov'e.d on foot
Here is evidence we have no reason to doubt , revealing
Atchison’s keen interest in the repeal and his active
backing of Douglas, even to the use of his room for
secret conference. The "'mess" referred. to are fre-
quently ] inked together in the newspaper accounts.
4. Another contributing consideration mentioned
by Ray is the opportunity offered to Bouglas by' the
championship of the Repeal. Atchison had asked to
have a bill brought in with the Repeal or else to have
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the chairmanship of the Committee for himself in or-
der to introduce it. Assent hy Douglas v;ould mean
the chance to aid a personal and political freind,
the great opportunity to put Southern Democracy under
obligation to himself in the next presidential cam-
paign, and a convenient v;ay to extend the popular sov-
ereignty doctrine so much favored in the V/est and by
Douglas; also tere was the possibility of uniting the
New York Democrats on the Compromise of I 85 C as a test
of fidelity. Consent spelled one road to the Presi-
dency; refusal meant resignation from the Committee
on Territories. hach by the arrangement would get
what he desired; Atchison would force Benton to take
a fatal step, and Douglas would gain the glory and
credit which he coveted.
5 . "Benton’s speech in the House against the
bill seem^'d on "^ire with an all consuming egotism,
mainly anxious to crush his enemies ; his words v/ere
wafted on the s-irocco breath of haughty dogmatism and
an intense political hatred ."
This review of the circumstantial evidence clear-
ly points tov-'ard Atchison as playing a leading role in
inducing Douglas to incorporate the Repeal in his new
bill. let us examine the direct statements of the
‘r^WilGon, The Slave Pov/er"
,
volume II p. 398
not quoted by Ray.
case
.
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I. In a speech delivered at the tov/n of Atchison
Kansas, Septemher, 1854 and reported in the Parkville
"Luminary"
,
Atchison said that he had plede^ed himself
to fight for the repeal of the Missouri Compromise,
and that in a private interviev/ with Louglas he had
told the latter what he desired and that he would like
to be Chairman of the Committee on Territories to in-
troduce the measure. Louglas^ after being granted a
day to consider the request, signified his intention
of reporting such a bill. L'any v/r iters have dis-
credited this statement because Atchison v/as to all
appearances drunk when he made it, ^nd because Douglas
made an apparent denial o'^ the story. At best it is
the word of Atchison against the word of Douglas, with
the following considerations greatly aiding the fop-
mer’s contention. Every bit of circumstantial evi-
dence as to the political situation and motive lends
truth to such a statement. If Douglas agreed to do
as Atchison asked, it would naturally be on condition
that he be allowed full credit for the measure and
that Atchison should remain silent. ‘'.lien a man is
intoxicated he is most apt to let out unconfor tabl'e
truths, that ,, when sober, he is bound as a gentleman
to keep secret. Certain it is, that Atchison v;as so-
b*r in Eebuary I 856 when, in a speech at Platte City,
he said: "I told the people of this state that unless
•
yrj
the compromise restriction was repealed, I would see
them dammed hefore I v/ould go for it. Well, it was
done. I do not say that I did it, hut I was a pro-
ifiinent agent . ” A careful consideration of the de-
nial made hy Touglas in the Senate brings out several
points of v/eahness. It did not come until nineteen
months after the speech made hy Atchison and then at
a time when the L'issourian was not a member of Con-
gress. Touglas w’as generally conceded to he exceed-
ing clever in resorting to quibbles and evasion. He
would have sufficient to adopt these tactics in this
instance. Professor Ray makes it clear thar such an
explanation is more than probable,"
The direct statem-^nt of Atchison is further sup-
ported by an article published with the sole purpose
of assigning to him the origin of the Repeal. Colo-
nel John A. parker of ’’’irginia, writing in the "Na-
tional (Quarterly Review" of July l 880
,
says: "The pri-
mary object which induced the initiation of the mea-
sire to repeal the Missouri Compromise was to secure
the election of Atchison. The author of the Kansas-
Nebraska Bill was- not Douglas, but Atchison and three
other able and distinguished Southern Senators." The
f S^e pp. 285-287. It is worth noting that
TTicolay and Hay writing in I89O accepted Atchi-
son’s account of his agency in the repeal and
quote at length his first speech, but make the
odc^ statement that it was never denied I'ougla
"lincol n"p
.
3^9
.
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account of political events leading up to, and after
the Bill, given by Parker, is accurate in every in-
stance Yv’hich we can verify. There seems to be noth-
ing in his life or character to throw a shodow of a
doubt on the reliability of his statement.^
Parker did not name the "three other able and
distinguished Southern Senators" v/ho co-operated with
Atchison. But another bit of entirely independent
evidence, recently discovered, corroborates his state-
ments and does give names. Shortly after the passage
of the Act, The Honorable Francis P. Blair of Missouri
delivered a speech in that State; in the course of his
remarks he asserted that Pouglas did not deserve the
credit for the origin of the legislation.*^ Atchison
w'ith the aid of Hason and hunter of Virginia, and of
butler of South Carolina, originated the Repeal.
Again, in a letter to the "Missouri Democrat" Darch. X
,
1856, Mr. Blair alludes to the fact that these four
dictated the Act. It is interesting to note that L'r.
Blair’s account agrees perfectly with the account in
the Philips' manuscript which we have previously-
quoted.
See Ray' pp. 264 --274-. At the time of the pas-
sage of the Bill, Parker was librarian of the
House of P.epr esen;tat ives .
U Printed in a phamphlet, "A Statement of Facts
and a Few' Suggestions in Review of Political
Action in Llissouri." (I856)
% George V/. Atherton, President of Pennsyl siania
State College, in a letter dated August I9
3
mostV/e have now completed ' the suimnary of tlie
important evidence in support of Professor Ray's con-
tention. V/e feel that he is quite justified, in the
absence of any contradictory testimony, in concluding
that the Repeal of the L/issouri Compromise was embod-
ied finally in the Kansas-Rebraska Pill at the v;ish
and direction of Lavid E. Atchison. Pr
. Ray has
built up a strong case on circumstantial evidence and
then backed it by three direct, mutually independent
statements. Each step is supported by details of
minor significance and by accurate referances to his
sources. Completeness, consistency, and the absence
of conflicting evidence, are three tests v/hich his
w'ork stands relatively well. It is worthy of mention
that one historian writing fully of this period accept
Ray's w'ork as reliable.
"Absence of c'ontradic tory evidence" does not
prevent diametrically opposed views, hov;ever. In a
brief address on "The Genesis of the Kansas-Nebraska
&Act", delivered as recently as 191^ » Prank Heyhood
Hod.der denies the validity of Professor Ray's conclu-
sions. Ur. Hodder adva,nces the theory that the one
wrote, "The South proposed and insisted on the
repeal and selected Senator Pouglas as their
fitting instrument, my informant vas C. J.
Faulkner then in Congress." Ray p.274.
^ See 'Footnotes to L'acKaster Vol . VI 1 1 , p . 1 93 •
"Wisconsin Historical Society proceedings,
1912
, pp. 69 - 86 .
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dominating consideration Douglas v.as anxiety to se-
cure a Forthern Pacific Railroad. V/e have seen that
Dr. Johnson suggested this explanation several years
"before the pihlication of P. 0. Ray’s monograph. In
this most recent article, the suggestion becomes an
assertion, supported by little new evidence.^
According to Hodder
,
the Kansas-Febraska Act
was the resultant of four distinct elements. The
first and most important, was the agitation for a
transcont inental railroad that had begun with Whitney's
project in l84^ and had speedily increased in vehe-
mence and in sectional bitterness. The second ele-
ment was the difficulty of organizing this region be-
cause of the opposition of tlie slave states to more
free territory. Yet no organization meant no north-
ern route for the railroad. Another element v;as the
local agitation that grew up in Iowa and Missouri for
organization for the express purpose of furnishing a
route for the railroad. The fourth element was the
result 0 ^ the third, --the demand v/ithin the territory
itself on the part of the V/yandot Indians and other
tribes who figured that with the terminus of a rail-
road near them, they could get high prices for their
lands
.
y/ J . a", r^arrett and A.E.Sheldom of the Febra.ska
Historical Society
,
writing in the Oroaha "Bee"
June
-5, 1 ^04 , cover this same ground. --see Pay,
p . ^ 2)^ .
4t
In the above explanation there is nothing new;
Professor Johnson established the same points and all
of them are doubtlesr correct. ITo thing in them so
far in any v-ay conflicts with the opinion of P.ay or
other writers. But Hodder misstates what he has
proved. "This sumraary of the elements that entered
into the passage of the Act discloses tha,t at every
point the purpose v>-as to secure a norther route to
the Pacific." // In reality, all that is disclosed
is that the Pacific Railroad v^as the motive behind the
introduction of a bill such as the original Podge Bill
for the organization of the territory. Thus stated
no one disputes the point.
Hr. Hodder attempts to prove more t’lan this.
At the outset, he says: "Professor Hay supports the
untenable theory that the Hansas-Mebraska Act v/as the
work of Atchison. The force' of Atchison's drunken
speech is broken by his later utterances. It was
Pixon v;ho forced the direct repeal. Atchison was al-
lied v/ith the Calhoun wing of Pemocracy and would not
have fathered a bill which assumed to establish popu-
lar sovereignty. As v/ill appear later. Podge of Iowa
was the associate of Pouglas in the passage of the Act
Th-=re are objections to this statement. Hirst, Bay
did not claim that tl*le Act was the work of Atchison;
"^Hodder
, p . 76 •
@ Hodder
, p . 73 > •
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he did claim that the suggestion for thr repeal clause
was made to Douglas by Atchison. Second, this claim
in no way interferes v/ith the truth of the statement
that Dixon forced the direct repeal. Third, as to
Atchison not fathering a hill vdiich assumed to estab-
lish popular sovereignty^ we quote again the Senator’s
own words; "I will support a bill to. organize a gov-
ernment for tlie territory upon tVie condition that such
a bill contain no restriction upon the subject of sla-
very. The people who settle there should decide it
for themselves . Finally, in rdgard to Douglas and
Dodgeas associa,tes, no testimony is brought forward.
The little evidence produced to substantiate
the claim that the Pacific Railroad was the dominat-
ing motive with the Illinois Senator in this matter,
is inconclusive.
(1)
"As early as l84^, Douglas h.a.d prepared a
bill for the organization of E’ebraska and for a land
grant for a Pacific Railroad." But this bill was a
purely perfunctory fulfilment of two such suggestions
which had be^rn contained in the Secretary of V'ar ' s
recent report. As Chairman of the House Committee
on Territories, the task devolved upon Douglas as
routine duty.
(2) "Above all things Douglas was interested in
the railroad '’evelopment of the V'.'est. In I850 he
7/ fee page 27 of this Thesis.
•'T
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he carried through the land grant of the Illinois Cen-
tral." This piece of legislation had its origin en-
tirely in the peculiar political and conimercial situa-
tion v.'i thin the State of Illinois.^ And in any case,
such an argument carries little v/eight when we recall
that during this decade of extraordinary expansion,
there was scarcely a Congressman from the West or the
South who failed to urge three or four state railroad
hills
.
(3) "The w'hole histor^' of the discussion after
1850, indicates the co-operation of Douglas and Dodge
of Iowa." The only scrap of evidence to support this
assetion is as follows: "Larch I7, I852, a hill was
introduced hy Jones of Iov;a ar.d amended hy Dodge, pro-
viding land grants for two state railroads in Iowa;
and about a month later Douglas introduced a hill for
an overland emigrant route_and telegraph to the Paci-
fic." This is slight basis for indicating co-opera-
tion of Dodge and Douglas v/hen we have so much more
direct and convincing testimony of the intimate rela-
tions of Atchison and Douglas.
( ) "Commissioner Lannypenny , while in the ter-
ritory, consorted with Southern men and returned with-
out negociating any treaties, reporting that they
could he secured in the following spring, at which
/' Johnson
,
"Douglas" p. 1 68- 1 69.
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time it was expected that the Southern f^acific Rail-
road wuold he definitely located. Douglas realized
thatif anything v;ere done to prevent it, it must he
done quickly.*' In the first place, the Cormriissioner
was not directed to negociate treaties; secondly, if
this v;ere his real reason for delay it would not have
escaped the Benton press, so keen in bringing every
possible charge against him; and lastly, Johnson said
that Manypenny’s scjieme v;as devised to aid the St.
Louis route, rather than the Southern.
(cj "Tlie act was passed chiefly in furtherance
of the project for a Chicago and Iov;a route, hut if
that purpose were alleged at the time, it would have
prevented its passage. Douglas could not have admit-
ted his real motives in the divided condition of his
own State; nor could he have gone before the nation
as..a candidate for the Presidency and have explained
that the Act generally accepted as a concession to
the South, v/as in reality, intended to sacrifice the
Southern to the northern Railroad interests." 14 it
imaginable that the Senator would would have received
any hotter re. ception in his home State if he had de-
clared these truly loyal motives? Wuold he not have
spared himself nation-wide vituperation and endless
explanations by asserting such a purpose? ^
^ on the contrary, at the State Agricultural
Jr
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L'r.IIodder has failed to support his position hy
evidence either sufficient in quantity or convincing
in quality. We must reject his main contention 4s
an"untena'ble theory'.' To accept it,, we should he re-
quired to accept too many other irnprohahle correlar-
ies. It requires us to suppose that Douglas had this
in mind a long time, and that during the advoca-cy of
the Richardson Bill and during Atchison’s speech, and
even while v;riting his letter to I-amphi.er
,
he kept it
as a deadly secret, unexplainable even to those v/ho
v;ould most henifit hy it; that all Southern statesmen
were so dense as to fail to discern and mention this
true reason in the long debate; that Douglas prefer-
red to go to the -grave without declaring such a rela-
tively coiomendable motive for his most criticized act,
even to his father-in-law.^
A thorough review of the secondary material a.nd
an independent invest igation of sources has been made
with the purpose of discovering some definite evidence
of the exact relationship of the Pacific Railroad to
Fair he said, "I have been Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Territories for the past ten years,
and it v;as my duty to act in this matter and
bring forward this bill, I. was no volunteer.
It devolved on me as a duty . "--Missouri Repub-
lic an, Oct. 6 ,
l
8 ^'4 .
# See skeleton account given
"Douglas"p
.
91 . Dote that it
be possible to reconcile the
and Hodder
,
thusT^'-that the
by J.L.Cutts,
would, however
theories of Ray
desire for a Forth-j — —
ern Route was the dominating motive that accuated
Douglas in incorporating the repeal urged on
him by Atchison.
J(
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the Kansas-hebraska Bill. v;e have combed the files
of newspapers and periodicals, searched through many
speeches of Gongressmen and the records of oouthern
Coriiincrc ial Conventions, and examined special works on
fie history of transpor tat ion
,
without bringing to
light nev/ facts. The general history of the trans-
continental railway project and the grov;fn of section-
al rivalry for the location of the line, has been well
related.^ It would be irrelevant to go over the story
in connection with this paper. Having established
the fact that at that time no direct connection be-
tween the Repeal Clause and the Railroad was consider-
ed vital enough for comment, it is improbable that
more can be said than is contained in the following
general conclusions.
In the session of the Thirty- third Congress,
(I 85I-I 853 ) the Paific Railroad v;as the absorbing
topic of debate. Tiie country v.as happily united on
the necessity for some road, but hopelessly divided
on its exact location. The decade I8p0-l360, vjhich
was the "storm and stress" period of the history of
the trans-cont inental railway, was alsg, politically,
# For excellent account of the Railroad and sect-
ionalism see , J.P, Davis , "The Union Pacific Rail-
way" Chapter III. Other good works are Congres-
sional History of Railways, "by L .H. Haney ; "Or igin
of the Pacific Railroads "by Edward Hayes. See
classified bibliography for a complete list of
material covered in investigating this question.
i
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a bitter struggle between freedom and slavery in the
very territories to the settlement of which the road
was to give its greatest impetus. It is not surpris-
ing, then, that economic rivalry and the vigilance of
the slave interests whittled down the Rusk and Gwin
hills of 1853 "*^0 mere appropriations for surveys of
various routes. It was fully expected that the
question would be a major consideration in the next
Congress. But the moment the proposal of tVie Repeal
of the Missouri Compromise came up every other issue
was obscured by the intensity of the slavery issue.
The passage o"^ the Act and the consequent bitter strug
gle for Kansas served to augraent a hundred-fold the
acridity of sectionalism. Therefore the possibility
of agreement in Congress on one route, so improbable
before, was now quite out of the question. In this
sense the Kansas-Nebraska Bill killed the Pacific
Railroad. Two significant facts support our point.
First, whereas before I854 each bill in Congress pro-
posed one road or one roa,d with branche lines, the
bills after this date provide for the construction of
two or even three distinct lines. Secondly, whereas
Southern Commercial Conventions previously had called
on the Federal Government to build or aid a road, from
now on, the prevaling sentiment in their resolutions
is for a road built by Southern corporation or by an
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organization of the Southern States, independent of
national aid or action. The Act, hy fanning anev/
the flames of controversy, destroyed the possibility
of unified action on the plan for a Pacific Railroad,
which v/as its raison d’etre, according to some author-
ities. Not until the South had withdrawn from the
National legislature and military necessity hecarne the
dominent consideration
,
did the Union Pacific bill
pass in l862.
The foregoing account has aimed to be an inclu-
sive and fair presentation of the forces behind an
epoch-making piece of legislation. V/e beleive that
it has demonstrated :( I ) the very importance of the pro-
blem renders it complex, a.nd this complexity is in-
creased 'by lack of documentary evidence, (2) that, con-
sequently one explanation can not claim to contain
the v/hole truth, (3) each hov/ever contains a measure
of truth, and (4) the easential truths of each, when'
combined, supplement rather than contradict one an-
other, and thus rearranged give a fairly adequate ex-
pi anation the problem. Therefore, we venture to
state by way'' of summary what seems to be a reasonably
correct history of the Kansas-Nebraska Act.
The force behind the original bill, introduced
by Senator Podge, v:a.s the same force that was behind
the Richardson Bill of the previous session , --namely
,
''i.
1
J
1
/
M
'
^7
the desire to open the way for a P3.cific Railroad.
This was, without question, the motive which actuated
the Iowa Senator in hringing -^orv^ard the hill which
container^ no mention of slavery.
This Dodge Bill, as a matter of course, went to
the Committee on Territories. Chairman Douglas dur-
ing the nejit few v;eeks decided to report a substitute
hill embodying the repeal of the Missouri Compromise
hy indirection. The suggestion for tViis new move,
in all prohahil i ty , came from Senator Atdhison v;ho
was pledged to secure the repeal and v.liose political
future depended on his sucess in so doing. Senator
Douglas accepted his suggestion mainly because ii seem-
ed an easy and handles c v.'ay to gain SoutheTn support
for the Presidential nomination in l8y6. Incident-
ally, it was rendered more attractive still to him as
party leader because it promised to produce party har-
mony and to be a practical example of the good western
Democratic doctrine of "popular sovereignty".
After the bill was introduced with the indirect
repeai’ Senator Dixon offered his amendment putting
the repeal proposition in unmistakable language. He
took this action on his own initiative because of his
sincere beleif in the institution of slavery. Douglas
v/as confused by this forcing of his hand;. but he had
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cone too far to v^ithdraw. After frequent conferance
with the "big .T^en of his party and the administration,
he incorporated the substance of the amendment in his
Bill .
The division of the territory into two parts
v;as done because it proved satisfactory to all con-
cerned. The ITorthw.est tiiought tv/o territories gave
an equal chance for both central au'^ northern rail-
road routes. The South thought the division would
make it much easier to fain Kansas- as a slave state.
The passage of the Act was due to three things;
the unified support of the South, the tremendous pres-
sure brought to bear on northern Democrats, by the
President, and,- most of ail, to the wonderfull per-
sonality, parliamentary skill, and courageous leader-
ship of the man whose name is forever associated with
the measure Stephen A. Douglas.
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